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DHS Chief Admits Releasing Illegals Before China Virus
Test Who Were Later Found Positive

AP Images

The leftist Cuban immigrant who runs the
President Biden’s Homeland Security
Department has admitted releasing illegal
aliens into the heartland before they were
tested for the China Virus.

The confession from Alejandro Mayorkas
backed recent news reports that Biden is
releasing “migrants” — leftist code for
illegals — without testing, only to be found
virus-positive by local authorities. The
illegals then board buses to travel anywhere
they wish.

Who will be responsible for any deaths the
illegals cause if they spread the potentially
fatal Asiatic germ is unknown.

Mayorkas grilled about testing migrants for COVID-19https://t.co/8DdoDqU3eK

— Sara A. Carter (@SaraCarterDC) March 17, 2021

We Did It

A known subversive who aided and abetted immigration fraud when he worked at DHS for Barack
Hussein Obama, Mayorkas confessed during a hearing of the House Homeland Security committee.

Representative Andrew Clyde of Georgia asked Mayorkas whether illegals are entering the country with
the virus, given that testing is required for international travelers.

“Can you assure the American people that no one who has been apprehended is released into our
communities … that still test positive for COVID-19?” Clyde asked.

Replied Mayorkas:

There were times earlier when individuals were apprehended and we sought to expel them,
and we were unable to expel them, and we were compelled to release them, and we did not
have the opportunity to test them.

We have addressed that situation.

When Clyde asked whether it is possible for China Virus carriers to enter the country, Mayorkas replied
that “we do the best we can in everything we do.”

But Clyde was unsatisfied and reminded Mayorkas about reports that DHS released illegals without
testing in Yuma, Arizona, and Brownsville, Texas. More than 100 later tested positive in Brownsville, as
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The New American reported two weeks ago.

Replied the DHS chieftain: “There were instances in which individuals were released.”

Released With No Test

Thus, only after release are some “migrants” tested and learn they have the possibly fatal virus. And
even then, authorities permit them to board buses and ride for any destination they choose.

The releases are no surprise. Biden promised open borders and mandated the releases, and Mayorkas,
again, is an open-borders subversive who skirts the law when he wishes.

As TNA reported when Biden picked him, Mayorkas conceived Obama’s unconstitutional Deferred
Action for Childhood Arrivals program that permits illegal-alien kids to stay in the country because their
parents smuggled them past border agents.

Beyond that, though, Mayorkas is a proven asylum and visa fraudster.

Writing for the Center for Immigration Studies, Tod Bensman reported that the DHS inspector general
looked into Mayorkas’ activities on behalf of rich foreigners trying to buy their way into the country
when he was head of U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services.

Employees at DHS complained that “Mayorkas was providing ‘special access and special favors’ to a
handful of EB-5 visa applicants who were wealthy foreign national associates of powerful U.S.
Democratic figures and office-holders doing the asking,” Bensman wrote of the IG’s probe.

It concluded that Mayorkas “exerted improper influence in the normal processing and adjudication” of
visas, “inserted himself in unprecedented ways” in the adjudication process, and “intervened with the
career USCIS staff in ways that clearly benefited the stakeholders.”

In 2016, TNA reported that the Obama administration released illegals into the country — still wet from
crossing the Rio Grande. And Mayorkas told agents that placing the illegals in deportation proceedings
was senseless because Obama would not deport them. In 2012, TNA reported Senator Chuck Grassley’s
(R-Iowa) concern that Mayorkas had no intention to investigate asylum fraud.

Mayorkas is the official running U.S. immigration policy and is responsible for border security. His
record apparently didn’t matter when Biden picked him.

No wonder “migrants” who carry a potentially deadly virus are released into communities of
unsuspecting Americans.

H/T: New York Post
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